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Provides an introduction to the zebra,
covering its physical characteristics, habits,
food, and relationship to humans.
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Zebras - Facts, Diet & Habitat Information - Animal Corner View our Long Island zoos animal facts about zebras.
Zebras communicate with each other through high-pitched noises. Images for Zebras (Animals) Oct 17, 2014 Zebras
are single-hoofed animals that are native to Africa. Zebras are very closely related to horses and donkeys in fact, they are
in the same Zebra Facts KidsKonnect Zebras are several species of African equids (horse family) distinguishable by
their distinctive black and white striped coats. Each zebra has a unique, different How Many Zebra Species Are
There? Animals - The Grevys zebra is the largest of the three zebra species. It has a long head and neck, with an erect
striped mane running from the top of the head down to the Zebras Long Island Zoo New York Animal Facts Zebra
picture 4 of 14. The Zebra is a large species of equine that is natively found roaming the grassy plains of sub-Saharan
Africa. They are the largest and Amazing Facts about Zebras OneKindPlanet Animal Education Zebras as very
social animals and live in large groups called harems. Plains and mountain zebras live in harems that are made up of one
stallion and up to six Zebra - Wikipedia Oct 17, 2014 Zebras are single-hoofed animals that are native to Africa.
Zebras are very closely related to horses and donkeys in fact, they are in the same 20 things you didnt know about
zebras MNN - Mother Nature Each zebra has its own unique pattern of distinctive stripes, just as humans have their
own unique Within a herd, zebras tend to stay together in smaller family groups. Check out a video of the unstoppable
animal with his pig-mobiles. How do a zebras stripes act as camouflage? - Animals To humans, a zebras stripes stick
out like a sore thumb, so its hard to imagine that the stripes act as camouflage. Zoologists believe stripes offer zebras
Zebra (Equus Zebra, Equus Quagga, Equus Grevyi) - Animals - A-Z Zebras are several species of African equids
(horse family) united by their distinctive black and white striped coats. Their stripes come in different patterns, ZEBRA:
Animals for children. Kids videos. Kindergarten Preschool No animal has a more distinctive coat than the zebra.
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Each animals stripes are as unique as fingerprintsno two are exactly alikealthough each of the three Grevys Zebra ::
Saint Louis Zoo Sep 18, 2014 There are three species of zebra: Grevys, mountain and plains, the latter of which is by
far the most common. The plains zebra is divided into Zebra - National Geographic Kids The largest of the zebra
species, Grevys zebra have thicker stripes and bigger ears than other zebras. They are also the most threatened: fewer
than 2500 zebra facts - Out to Africa zebra mammal Feb 22, 2017 The Zebra is a large species of equine that is
natively found roaming the grassy plains of sub-Saharan Africa. They are the largest and most Zebras facts, stripes,
diet, habitat, pictures - African Wildlife Detective Zebras, horses and wild asses are all equids, long-lived animals
that move quickly for their large size and have teeth built for grinding and cropping grass. Zebra Facts - Animal Facts
Encyclopedia Black and white stripes make the zebra one of the most recognizable animals in the world. The plains
zebra, also known as the common zebra, is the most There are three species of zebra: Burchells or the plains zebra,
Grevys zebra and the mountain zebra. Although each species looks similar, there are Do Zebras Have Stripes On
Their Skin? When they are in a herd the zebras distinct stripes merge into a big mass and make it hard for predators to
single out individual animals. Zebra African Wildlife Foundation Any of three species of strikingly black-and-white
striped mammals of the horse family Equidae (genus Equus): the plains zebra (E. quagga), which is found in Zebra
Facts For Kids: Zebra Pictures, Zebras Facts San Diego Zoo Despite their appearance, zebras arent just black and
white. They are sturdy, spirited animals that are a study in contrasts: willful and playful, social and Zebra Facts - Live
Science When zebras are grouped together, their stripes make it hard for a lion or leopard to pick out one zebra to chase.
Different zebra species have different types of 10 amazing zebra facts Discover Wildlife There are 3 main species of
zebra. The most familiar are the plains zebras of which there are 5 subspecies each with slight variations in not only
stripe pattern Zebra Facts - Live Science Jan 25, 2016 1. There are three species of zebra and in the wild they are only
found in Africa. They include: Burchells zebra, also known as the common or Plains Zebra Facts Common Zebras
Equus quagga - Animal Fact Mar 4, 2017 Whats under animals hair and fur coats may surprise you. Grevys zebra
Smithsonians National Zoo Zebras were the second species to diverge from the earliest proto-horses, after the asses,
around 4 million years ago. The Grevys zebra is believed to have
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